Scholarly Articles Addressing the Issue of Theorizing Assault/ Sexual Assault in the Field


Scholarly Articles Acknowledging Methodological Issues Related to Assault/ Sexual Assault in the Field


Public Forum Posts, by scholars, Acknowledging Methodological Issues Related to Assault/ Sexual Assault in the Field


Vulnerability and Fieldwork/ QUAL Seminar Presentation by Prof. Cabeiri Robinson
Readings and Resources


Attempts to Document Prevalence

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0102172

Read More about responses to this study here:

The Atlantic (2014)

Science (2014)

Institutional Responses/ Cautions:

https://www.theguardian.com/higher-education-network/2016/jul/19/universities-must-do-more-to-protect-phds-doing-risky-fieldwork-heres-how